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Abstract

The purpose of the present paper is to丘nd a conformally invariant linear connection of a

Finsler space with (α, β)-metric, and to give the condition that a Randers space be conformally flat

in the tensorial form expressed in terms of the given metric. Especially, we determine all two-

dimensional conformally flat Randers spaces.

1. Introduction

On an n-dimensional differentiable manifold M, we consider an (α, β)-metnc L(α, β),

where α is a Riemannian metric and β is a non-zero 1-form on M(Matsumoto [6,

Definition 30.1]). We put

(1.1)　　　　　　　　　α - (fluM^y)1/2, β - btxW.

Let {/k} be the Christoffel symbols constructed from aip and Vk and Rhljk denote the

covariant differentiation and the curvature tensor with respect to {/J respectively.
In his paper [5], Kikuchi treated Finsler spaces with (α, β)-metric of several types,

and obtained the condition that such a space of each type be locally Minkowski. In the

case ofa Randers space (M, L), where L- α + β (Randers [8]), the condition is given as

follows:

Theorem 1.1. (Kikuchi [5]) A Randers space is locally Minkowski if and only if

Rhljk - 0 and ▽kbt - 0 are satisβed･

In the present paper, corresponding to Theorem 1.1, we shall give the condition that
●

a Randers space be conformally flat (Theorem 3.1). We shall here define as follows:

Definition 1.1. A Finsler space (M, L) is said to be conformallyflat, if for any point

p of M there exist a local coordinate neighbourhood (U, x) containing p and a function

a(x) on U such that eaLis a locally Minkowski metric.
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Brieny speaking, "a Finsler space (〟,上) is conformally flat" means that上is locally

conformal to a locally Minkowski metric. The condition that a general Finsler space be

conformally flat has been given by many authors from various standpoints (e.g.,

Hashiguchi [1, Theorem 4.8], Hashiguchi-Ichijyo [2, Theorem C], Ichijyo [4, Theorem

7.1], Matsumoto [7,ァ2, Theorem]). In each case such a space is characterized by the

existence of some geometrical object (e. g., the so-called Wagner connection in [2]). The

condition given in the present paper is concerned with a Randers space only, but it
●

should be noted that it is invariantly expressed in terms of the given Randers metric itself.
●

In order to use Theorem 1.1 for our purpose, in the next section we shall find a

conformally invariant linear connection M/k for a Randers space. The result is stated m

the tensorial form as the condition imposed on M/k. This connection is, however,

defined for a Finsler space with general (α, β)-metric (Theorem 2.1), so it will be also

useful for the study of Finsler spaces with (α, β)-metric of other types.

If a Randers space (〟,上) is conformally nat, where　上-α+β　so is the

corresponding Riemannian space (M, α) (Theorem 4.1). Paying attention to this fact, in

the last section we shall give a local expression to上of a conformally flat Randers space
●

(〟,上1 This is given in the form (4.8) around any point of 〟 and tells us various

examples. Especially, in the two-dimensional case, we can determine all conformally flat

Randers spaces (Theorem 4.3).

2.Theconformallyinvariantlinearconnection

Let(M?L)beaFinslerspacewith(α,β)-metricL-L(α,β),whereaandβare

expressedas(1.1).Apointof〟andatangentvectoratthepointaredenotedby

x-{xl)andy-(/)respectively.Weputdk-d/dxk,[alJ)-(a^)"1,bl-airbnandb-

(Kbr)1/2

Byaconformalchange

(2.1)L-L(α,β)-L-ea(x)L(α,β),

weha丁ealsoan(α/?)-metricL-L(a,p)9wherea-e-<x,S-eap.Puttinga-

(aywyy)1/¥p-6,(.x)/,wehaveau-e2aau,5,-eabi.

WeshallfindalinearconnectiononMwhichisinvariantunderthechange

■■/(2.1).TheChristoffelsymbols{/Jconstructedfromatjarewrittenas

/(2.2){/*}-(A)+∂olc+
juk∂>,�"a'a蝣jk,

whereak-∂k->a1-airor.Thuswehave

(2.3)∇.Bj-e%▽kbj-bk(7j+br(fajk).

Eliminatingbrorfrom(2.3)andputting

(2.4)Mj-(l/b2){brVrbj-(Vrb')bj/(n-1)},
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we have

(2.5)　　　　　　　　　　　　a,- M:- Mj.

Substituting (2.5) in (2.2) and putting

(2.6)　　　　　　　MA - {/J + ∂/Mk + ∂klMj - MlaJk,

where Ml - airMr, we have

(2.7)　　　　　　　　　　　　　M/k - M/k.

M:¥ is a symmetric linear connection on M. Thus we have shown

Theorem 2.1. In a Finsler space with (α, β)-metric there exists a conformally invariant

symmetric linear connection M¥.

We shall call the linear connection M¥ given by (2.6) the conformally invariant linear

connection of an (α, β)-metric. We denote its curvature tensor by Mhljk. We have from

2.7

(2.8)　　　　　　　　　　　　Mh'jk - Mh jk'

Especially, we have from (2.4) and (2.6)

Proposition 2.1. In the case of Vk&j-0, we have Mj-0, Mj¥ - {-lk}, arcd ^177c

-Rhjk-

3. The condition that a Randers space be conformally flat

Let (〟,上) be a Randers space, where上- α + β, and we shall consider a conformal

change (2.1) of L. Then we have a Randers metric L-e-L-a+ #, where a-eaa, p

-eafS. If (M, L) is locally Minkowski, we have by Theorem 1.1 applied to (M, L)

(3.1)　　　　　　　　　　｣*'ォ-O, 守 bj-0.

/■l■l                             ′l■/   ●

From (3.1)2 we can apply Proposition 2.1 to (M, L), so we have M--0 and Mhljk
～  ●

-Rhjk-　Thus we have from (2.8) and (3.1)!

3.2　　　　　　　　　　　　　　〟轟- 0･

Then, since (2.5) becomes Mj- <Jj(- ∂f¥ the covariant vector field Af7- is locally

gradient:

3.3

and we have from (2.3)

3.4)

VtM;-VJlf;
ft;

Vt6, - bkM: - brMrajk.
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Since (3.2), (3.3), (3.4) are expressed in the tensorial form in terms of the given metric,

we have these conditions even if (M, L) is not globally but locally conformal to a locally

Minkowski space.

Conversely, let a Randers metric L-α+ β　satisfy the conditions (3.2), (3.3),

(3.4). The condition (3.3) gives us that for any point p of M there exist a local

coordinate neighbourhood (17, x) containing p and a function a(x) on U such that ∂jq
′■■

-M. By using this a we consider the conformal change L二L-eaL on each

U. Then from (2.5) we have My-0, which yields M/k-{/k}　and so Mhljk

- Rhljk. Hence Rjn - 0 follows from (2.8) and the condition (3.2). Using the condition

(3.4), from (2.3) we have ∇fij-0. Thus we have proved

Theorem 3.1. A Randers space is conformallyflat if and only if the conditions (3.2),

(3.3) and (3.4) are satisfied.

For later use, we shall give another expression of the condition (3.4). From (3.4) we

have

3.5

Thus from (2.4) we have

3.6

b'VA-O.

brM'- -(Vr&O/(n- l.

Substituting (2.4) and (3.6) in (3.4) we have

(3.7)　　　　Vkbj - (¥/b2){bkb'Vrbj + (Vrb')(b2aJk - bjbk)/{n - 1)}.

Conversely, the condition (3.4) follows from (3.5) and (3.7). As is shown in Ichijyo

[3], (3.5) is equivalent to S7k(brbr)-0, which means that b is constant when M is

connected. Thus we have

Theorem 3.2. A Randers space is conformally flat if and only if the conditions (3.2),

(3.3), (3.5) and (3.7) are satisfied. Then b - {brbrf/ is constant if the underlying manifold

is connected.

Now, the condition (3.2) is explicitly concerned with M/k. The conditions (3.3) and
㈲

(3.4) are also expressed in terms of Mfk. Let Vfc denote the covariant differentiation

with respect to Mjlk. Since M/k is symmetric, (3.3) is equivalent to

3.8

0n the other hand, we have

3.9

gil          un

VtM;- V;Mt

矧

Vkau - - 2Mkau,
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Vfc^ - Vkfy - bkMj - bjMk + brMrajk.

Ill

(3.9) shows that Mj¥ is recurrent for aip and (3.10) shows that (3.4) is expressed in the

corresponding recurrent form:

3.ll

m

Vサ&,- -Mtb,,

Thus we have

Theorem 3.3. A Randers space is conformally flat if and only if the conditions (3.2),

(3.8) and (3.ll) are satisfied.

4.Examples

Let(M,L)beaconformallyflatRandersspace,whereL-α+β,andweshallgivea

localexpressiontoL.SinceLislocallyconformaltoalocallyMinkowskimetric,for

anypointpofMthereexistalocalcoordinateneighbourhood(U,x)containingpanda

functiona(x)onUsuchthatL-e-L(-a+j5)islocallyMinkowski.DuetoTheorem

1.1wehave(3,1)!fortheRiemannianmetrica-effa,soaislocallyEuclidean.Thuswe

have

Theorem4.1.IfaRandersspace(M,α+β)isconformallyflat,thecorresponding

Riemannianspace(M,α)isalsoconformallyflat.

HenceforanypointpofMthereexistaconnectedlocalcoordinateneighbourhood

(U,x)containingpandanon-zerofunctiona(x)onUsuchthatαiswrittenintheform

α-a(x)(∂uyyf/Then,puttingct-bjawecanexpressLonUintheform

4.1L-aL*,

where

(4.2)L*-(∂uyyy/+ciMf.

Since(M,L)isconformallyflatifandonlyifsoiseach([/,-L*),weshallconsiderthe

conditionthattheRandersspace(U,L*)isconformallyflat.

Sinceatj-∂IPalJ-∂l¥andbt-ctin(U,L*),intheformulasstatedbeforewecan

putbt-bl-cbb-c-(∂Vcfi,)1'2,and{'}-0,▽k-∂Wealsoputcjk-∂kCjand∑

-∑Then,MjandM/kareexpressedas
r=V

(4.3)Mj-(l/c2){∑crcjr-(∑crr)cj/(n-1)},

(4.4)M/k-∂;'Mt+∂蝣Mj-∂サAf(,

andtheconditions(3.3),(3.5)and(3.7)areexpressedas
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dtM, - d,Mh

∑crcrk - 0,

cjk - (l/c2){ck∑crcjr + (∑crr)(c2∂Jk - cfk)/(n - 1)}

respectively.(4.5)meansthatMkislocallygradient,andsinceUisconnected,(4.6)

showsthatcisconstantonU.ThusTheorem3.2isrestatedas

Theorem4.2.ARandersspace(M,L)isconformallyflatifandonlyifMiscovered

byasystemoflocalcoordinateneighbourhoods{([/,x)}suchthat,ineachU9the

fundamentalfunctionLisexpressedintheform

(4.8)L-a(x){(∂ufyf/+ci(x)/},

wherea(x)andchc)areafunctionandacovariantvectorfieldonUrespectively,andct

satisfiesthefollowingconditions'.

(1)c-(∂^CiCj)llisconstant,and(4.7)issatisfied,

(2)Mj(x)givenby(4.3)satis^βes(4.5),

(3)thecurvaturetensorMhljkofthelinearconnectionM/kgivenby(4.4)vanishes.

Thecasewhereeachctisconstantgivesatrivialexample,but(4.8)hasaratherwide

variety.Weshallsuggestthisbyconsideringthetwo-dimensionalcase.Bychecking

eachcaseofthevaluesthat/andktake,itisshownthat(4.7)followsfrom(4.6)asa

resultoftheconditionthatcisconstant.

Weput

(4.9)c¥-ccosβc9-csinβ,

where♂isgivenby●

(4.10)β-tan(c,/ci),or♂-cotl(cjc2).

Ifwewritedown(4.3)forj-1,2explicitly,wehaveMx-(c2c12-clc22)/cサM2

-(ciC21-c2cll)lc,whichareexpressedas

(4.ll)〟1--β2,〟2-β1,

where0--3-0.Thus,Mjsatisfies(4.5)ifandonlyif0isharmonic:

(4.12)∂1∂1β+∂2∂2β-0.

Thecoe氏dentsM:lkgivenby(4.4)becomeasfollows:

Ml¥-M2¥--Ml¥-M222-dl,

(4.13)

〃1-
ll-〟1-
22-〟2-
12-〟2-
21-β2,
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from which it is directly shown that the curvature tensor Mhljk vanishes under the

condition (4.12). Thus we have shown

Theorem 4.3. A two-dimensional Randers space (M, L) is conformallyflat if and only

ifM is covered by a system of local coordinate neighbourhoods {([/, (xl, x ))} such that, in

each U9 the fundamental function L is expressed in the form

(4.14)　　　　L- a{x){{{yl)2 + (y2)2)1'2 + (c cosd)yi + (c sin%2},

where a(x) is a function, c is constant and 6(x) is a harmonic function. Then, we can

locally take afunction o(x) such that ∂ a - - ∂20, ∂26 - ∂!0, so L - (ea/a)Lis locally

Minkowski.

The latter statement of Theorem 4.3 follows from the proof of Theorem 3.1. A two-

dimensional Riemannian space is always conformally flat, but Theorem 4.3 shows that

there are two-dimensional Randers spaces which are not conformally nat.
●

Now, on a welトknown underlying manifold we shall give a non-trivial example of a

Randers space whcih is globally conformal to a locally Minkowski space. On a sphere

S it is impossible to introduce a global Randers metric, because there is not a global

non-zero vector field bt on S.

Ler H2-{(xl, x )¥x　>o} be the upper half-plane in the xlx -plane. If we put

9(x) - xl, a(x) - k/x2 in (4.14), where k is a positive constant, we can take a(x) - x , and

then

(4.15)　　　L- (k/x2){{(yl)2 + (y2)2)112 + (c cos*V + (c sinxV}

is conformally changed to L- (x2/k)ex L, which becomes

(4.16)　　　　　　　　　　L- ((yl)2 + (f)2)112 + cy,12

by the coordinate transformation

(4.17)　　　　　　　　　xl -ex cosxl, x2-ex sinx

L defines a global Randers metric on H , which is modified from a Riemannian

metric of negative constant curvature - 1//c called the Poincare metric. The Randers

space (if2, L) is globally conformal to a locally Minkowski space (H2, L), where Lis

locally expressed as (4.16) in the coordinate system (元1,克2).
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